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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we reported that oxygen
vacancies could be introduced in tungsten oxide hierarchical
nanostructures through air treatment at certain temperatures.
The production of oxygen vacancies may be due to two
mechanisms, i.e., critical phase transition and nanoscale
inhomogeneous deformation, depending on the annealing
temperature or time and the size of the building block. The
oxygen vacancies can be introduced at 300 and 350 °C when
critical phase transformation from orthorhombic WO3·
0.33H2O to hexagonal WO3 takes place or 350 and 400 °C
when nanoscale inhomogeneous deformation occurs in the
nanobelts. Moreover, the oxygen vacancy concentration is also
influenced by the annealing time. For comparison, the oxygen
vacancies are also introduced by hydrogen treatment. It is found that a certain amount of oxygen vacancies introduced by air
treatment could trap and transfer electrons, thus decreasing the electron−hole recombination rate and improving the
conductivity, while an abundance of oxygen vacancies introduced by hydrogen treatment could facilitate the electron−hole pair
recombination and destroy the hexagonal tunnel structure, resulting in lower photocatalytic activity and electrochemical
performance. Through air treatment, the constant rate of photocatalytic performance in degrading rhodamine B under visible
light irradiation can reach 0.0300 min−1, and the specific capacitance can improve to 166.7 F/g. It is suggested that both
photocatalytic activity and electrochemical performance can be greatly improved by introducing a proper concentration of
oxygen vacancies through air treatment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tungsten oxides are of great interest for various technological
applications: electrochromic and optochromic devices, gas
sensors, and catalysts, and so on.1−4 Particularly, tungsten
oxides with a band gap at 2.5−2.8 eV could utilize visible light
and they also exhibit high resistance against photocorrosion and
good chemical stability in acidic aqueous solution (pH <4).5

Meanwhile, tungsten oxides are great electrochemically active
materials for energy storage.6−9 Among the different crystal
structures of tungsten oxide, hexagonal tungsten oxide (h-
WO3) would be the most desirable one for pseudocapacitors,
because it provides larger hexagonal tunnels in addition to the
typical tetragonal tunnels. These precise tunnels could benefit
the insertion of guest ions into the h-WO3.

7 However, one of
the greatest challenges that impedes tungsten oxide from being
an excellent photocatalyst is its high electron−hole recombi-
nation rate.10 To improve the electrochemical performance, the
conductivity and activity of electrodes must be upgraded.
Nowadays, it has been demonstrated that a number of distinct
properties of oxides can be controlled not only by their
geometric/electronic structures but more significantly by

defects in the structure.11,12 Among all the defects, oxygen
vacancies are supposed to be the most prevalent point defects
in oxides.13 Theoretical calculations and experimental charac-
terizations revealed that oxygen vacancies in oxides (e.g., TiO2)
serving as photoinduced charge traps enhance the photo-
catalytic activity.14,15 Oxygen vacancies could improve both the
conductivity and activity of electrodes or even act as the key
factor for electrode reactions.16 Therefore, it is desirable to
introduce defects, especially oxygen vacancies, in the tungsten
oxide to improve its photocatalytic activity and electrochemical
performance.
Tungsten oxides usually have five crystal structures:

tetragonal (α-WO3, >740 °C), orthorhombic (β-WO3, 330−
740 °C), monoclinic I (γ-WO3, 17−330 °C), triclinic (δ-WO3,
−43 to 17 °C), and monoclinic II (ε-WO3, <−43 °C).17

Monoclinic I is most stable at room temperature. The h-WO3

obtained by dehydration of the tungsten oxide hydrate WO3·
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0.33H2O is also stable at room temperature.18 It is known that
crystal structures and defect states of semiconductors can
regulate light response, electrical, and chemical properties.
Therefore, it is of significance to control the crystal structures
and defect states of tungsten oxides to achieve high-perform-
ance photocatalytic activity and good electrochemical perform-
ance. The most common way to introduce oxygen vacancies is
through hydrogen treatment.19−22 If WO3 is treated in
hydrogen, oxygen loss induces new structural features, giving
rise to the WO3−x phase.

21,23 This structure consists of blocks
of [WO6] octahedral sharing corners regularly separated by
defect planes. These defect planes usually contain a number of
oxygen vacancies and [WO6] octahedra share their edges.24,25

Commonly, it is thought that a semiconductor annealed in air
at certain temperatures could change its crystal structure and
especially would decrease the concentration of oxygen
vacancies.26−30 However, there are reports that the phase
transformations through air treatment could introduce oxygen
or sulfur vacancy in In2O3 nanocubes or ultrathin nano-
sheets31,32 and ZnS nanoparticles.33 Oxygen vacancies can also
form in the air-calcined Y2WO6.

34 As for WO3, it was reported
that annealing a WO3 thin film deposited on Al2O3 substrate at
250−400 °C in air could also result in the WO3−x oxygen-
deficient structure, in which oxygen vacancies were concen-
trated in well-ordered defect planes. However, it was found that
when WO3 film was annealed without substrate, no obvious
defect planes were observed, and it was thought that the
substrate played an important role for oxygen vacancy
generation.35 Meanwhile, many researchers had also observed
defect structures including oxygen vacancies in tungsten oxide
thin films,24,25,35−38 and the thinner the film, the more obvious
of the defects,24 suggesting that defect generation might be size-
dependent. These reports all indicate that it is possible to
introduce oxygen vacancies in nanoscale tungsten oxides by
heat-treatment in air. Since nanomaterials have large surface-to-
volume atom ratios, their behaviors, including phase transition
and defect generation, are quite different from their bulk ones.5

However, there is still a lack of investigations about the oxygen
vacancy generation of free-standing nanoscale tungsten oxides
(such as tungsten oxide without substrate) upon air treatment.
Among all the dimensional tungsten oxides, the one-dimen-
sional (1D) nanostructure, which can facilitate the charge
transportation,10 and the three-dimensional (3D) structure
assembled with 1D nanosized building blocks, which can
provide more active sites, receive more attention.39 Moreover,
introducing defects through air treatment for the visible-light-
driven photocatalysis and electrochemical performance of 1D
or 3D tungsten oxides is rarely reported.
Herein, the oxygen vacancies introduced by air treatment

were reported and confirmed by ESR spectra, XPS spectra and
TEM images. The hydrothermally synthesized 3D orthorhom-
bic WO3·0.33H2O (o-WO3·0.33H2O) assembled with 1D
nanorods and 3D h-WO3 hierarchical nanostructures assembled
with 1D nanobelts were annealed at different temperatures and
times in air. The production of oxygen vacancies is perhaps
ascribed to two mechanismscritical phase transition and
nanoscale inhomogeneous deformationdependent on anneal-
ing temperature or time and the size of the building block. It is
suggested that both photocatalytic activity and electrochemical
performance can be greatly improved by introducing a proper
concentration of oxygen vacancies through air treatment.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Synthesis of WO3·0.33H2O or WO3 with Hier-
archical Nanostructures. All the chemicals (Sinopharm
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.) were of analytical reagent grade
and used without further purification. All the aqueous solutions
were prepared using deionized water.
The o-WO3·0.33H2O (WH) and h-WO3 (W) hierarchical

nanostructures assembled with 1D nanorods or nanobelts were
synthesized through hydrothermal reaction by adjusting the
amount of urea based on a previous study.40 In a typical
process, 0.875 g of tungstic acid was added into 18 mL of H2O2,
and the mixture stirred at 90 °C for 1.5 h before converting into
a transparent sol. The resulting clear sol was diluted using
deionized water to 210 mL, and then 14 mL of 3 M HCl was
added to the as-prepared solution. After stirring for another 20
min, 30 mL of the precursor solution was transferred into a 50
mL Teflon-lined autoclave followed by adding 0.072 or 0.18 g
of urea to obtain sample WH or W. Finally, the autoclave was
sealed and maintained at 180 °C for 12 h. The as-synthesized
precipitate was washed with deionized water three times and
ethanol two times by centrifugation and then dried in vacuum
at 80 °C for 3 h.
To introduce oxygen vacancies, the as-prepared o-WO3·

0.33H2O was subsequently annealed in air at 250, 300, 350,
400, and 450 °C or in 95% Ar + 5% H2 at 350 °C for 2 h, which
were labeled as WH-A250, -A300, -A350, -A400, -A450, and
WH-H350, respectively; the samples WH annealed at 300 °C
for 0.5, 2, 4, 6, and 8 h were marked as WH-A300-0.5h, -2h,
-4h, -6h, -8h, respectively (WH series samples). Meanwhile, the
obtained h-WO3 was annealed at 300, 350, 400, 450, and 600
°C or in 95% Ar + 5% H2 at 350 °C for 2 h, which were
recorded as W-A300, -A350, -A400, -A450, -A600, and W-
H350, repectively; samples W annealed at 350 °C for 0.5, 2, 4,
6, and 8 h were marked as W-A350-0.5h, -2h, -4h, -6h, and -8h,
respectively (W series samples). If not otherwise specified, the
annealing time was 2 h, such as for sample W-A300.

2.2. Photocatalytic Activity Measurements. The photo-
catalytic properties of the samples were evaluated by measuring
the concentration of rhodamine B (RhB) in aqueous solution
after equilibration in the dark and irradiation with the visible
light produced by a 300 W xenon lamp through a cutoff filter (λ
> 400 nm). Typically, a 20 mg sample was dispersed in 40 mL
of RhB aqueous solution (15 mg L−1). Before the sample was
exposed to visible-light irradiation, the suspension was stirred
overnight to ensure the equilibrium of dye adsorption on the
surface of the sample. About 3 mL of the solution was taken
every 20 min during the photocatalysis, the powder sample was
separated from the solution via centrifugation, and the RhB
concentration was measured by UV−vis spectroscopy.

2.3. Electrochemical Measurements. The working
electrodes were prepared by mixing the as-obtained samples,
carbon black (Super P), and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) at
a weight ratio of 8:1:1 and coating on Ni foam. The resulting
electrodes were dried at 80 °C overnight. The electrochemical
properties were characterized using a standard three-electrode
cell in an aqueous 1 M Li2SO4 electrolyte at room temperature.
A saturated Ag/AgCl electrode and a platinum sheet were used
as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. Cyclic
voltammograms (CVs) tests were performed in the potential
range from −0.5 to 0 V (vs Ag/AgCl) at various scan rates.
Specific capacitances of different scan rates can be calculated
from the CVs by using the following equation: C = ∫ I dV/
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vmΔV, where m is the weight of the active material, v is the
scan rate, ΔV is the potential range, and I is the current at
certain potential. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) data at room temperature were collected at frequencies
from 10 mHz to 100 kHz with a magnitude of 5 mV at the
open-circuit potential. Both CVs and EIS were tested on a
Zahner IM6 electrochemical workstation.
2.4. Characterization of Materials. Crystallographic

structures of the as-prepared materials were characterized by
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Cu Kα, Rigaku D/max-
V2500). Morphologies and microstructures were studied by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (ZEISS) and trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL-2100). UV−vis
absorption spectra were recorded with an U-3900 spectropho-
tometer (Hitachi). The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) was determined on an ESCALAB 250Xi instrument
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The Raman spectra (excited at 633
nm) were recorded with a high-resolution Raman spectrometer
(HR800, HORIBA Jobin Yvon). Electron spin resonance
spectroscopy (ESR) measurements were performed with a
JEOL FA200 ESR spectrometer.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structure and Morphology. The XRD patterns of

the tungsten oxides prepared under different conditions are

presented in Figures 1 and S1 (Supporting Information, SI).
The main peaks of all samples are very strong and narrow,
indicating that all samples exhibit high crystallographic quality.
As shown in Figure 1a, the diffraction peaks of sample WH can

be well-indexed to the orthorhombic structure of WO3·
0.33H2O (JCPDS no. 72-0199). The (111) diffraction peak
at about 18° is the characteristic peak of o-WO3·0.33H2O, while
there is no peak in this position for h-WO3. When annealed at
250 °C in air, the sample WH-A250 maintains almost the same
crystal structure as the unannealed one. While the temperature
rises to 300 °C, the intensity of the (111) diffraction peak
decreases obviously. When temperature increases to 350 °C,
the (111) diffraction peak disappears and the sample
transforms to the h-WO3 phase (JCPDS no. 85-2460) and
remains as such until 450 °C, where a small peak (marked by an
asterisk) belonging to monoclinic WO3 appears. When the
annealing time varies from 0 to 8 h at 300 °C, the (111)
diffraction peaks of the WH series of samples decrease. Besides,
the orthorhombic WO3·0.33H2O is the major phase within 2 h
and then the hexagonal WO3 is the major phase in the last 6 h,
as shown in Figure S1a (SI). These results indicate that the
phase transformations have been in progress under air-
annealing conditions at about 300 °C. The sample W can be
indexed to the h-WO3 phase (JCPDS no. 85-2460) and the
samples annealed in air at 300−450 °C have the same crystal
phase as the unannealed one (Figure 1b). When the
temperature rises to 600 °C, the sample transforms to the
monoclinic phase completely (JCPDS no. 72-0677), as shown
in Figure 1b. When the sample W was annealed at 350 °C for
0.5−8 h, the samples can be indexed to the same crystal phase
as sample W (h-WO3), as shown in Figure S1b (SI). But the
intensity ratios of I(100)/I(002) gradually increase, suggesting that
there might exist some changes, such as the orientation of
nanobelts, since the nanobelts grow along [002].40 In addition,
both samples WH and W annealed in hydrogen at 350 °C have
the same hexagonal phase (see Figure 1). In general, as for WH
series samples, the crystal phase gradually changes with the
annealing temperature and time, while the crystal phase is
maintained until the temperature rose up to 450 °C for W
series samples.
The information on the o-WO3·0.33H2O hierarchical

nanostructures assembled with nanorods and h-WO3 hier-
archical nanostructures assembled with ultrathin nanobelts has
been fully discussed in our previous study.40 The SEM images
of the samples prepared under different annealing conditions
are shown in Figures S2 and S3 (SI) and the selective enlarged
images are shown in Figure 2. As for the WH series samples
shown in Figures 2a−c and S2 (SI), the morphology of samples
(WH-A250, WH-A300-0.5h/2h/4h/6h/8h, WH-A350, and
WH-A400) undergo little change when the annealing temper-
ature is below 400 °C and the annealing time is less than 8 h,
compared with the unannealed sample. But Figure 2d shows
that the building blocks of WH-A450 hierarchical nanostructure
become shorter and thicker nanorods or even nanoparticles
compared with the thinner ones in the unannealed sample,
indicating a process where nanorods collapse at 450 °C.
Similarly, Figures 2e−i and S3 (SI) show that the W series
samples maintain similar morphology with the unannealed
sample when the annealing temperatures are below 400 °C.
The sample exhibits serious deformation when annealed at 450
°C (Figure 2h), where the nanobelts become small nano-
particles and the nanoparticles become bigger when the
temperature increases to 600 °C (Figure 2i). Besides, when
prolonging the annealing time from 0.5 to 8 h at 350 °C
(Figure S3, SI), part of the nanobelts begins to transform into
nanoparticles after 4 h, suggesting that the nanobelts gradually
deform upon annealing. These phenomena suggest that the

Figure 1. XRD patterns of (a) WH series samples and (b) W series
samples.
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intensity variation of I(100)/I(002) of the XRD patterns with the
annealing time in Figure S1b (SI) is perhaps attributed to the
deformation of the nanobelts. To sum up, the morphology of
WH series samples annealed in air or hydrogen for 0.5−8 h
shows no obvious change until the temperature was raised to
450 °C, while as for W series samples, the nanobelts would
undergo a process of deformation during the annealing.
3.2. The Existence of Oxygen Vacancies. Figure 3 is the

XPS spectra of o-WO3.0.33H2O (WH) and h-WO3 (W)
crystals and samples annealed at 350 °C in air or hydrogen. As

shown in the W 4f XPS spectra of WH (Figure 3a) and WH-
A350 (Figure 3b), two peaks centered at 35.8 and 37.9 eV
correspond to the characteristic W 4f5/2 and W 4f7/2 peaks of
W6+.21 In comparison to sample WH, which only has the
binding energies of the W6+ state, the peaks of the WH-A350
are slightly broader with a shoulder at the lower binding energy
region. The two extra peaks centered at 37.0 and 34.6 eV
correspond to the typical binding energies of W5+.21 W5+

usually has a great relationship with oxygen vacancies.21,23 In
addition, the sample WH-H350 only has the binding energies

Figure 2. SEM images of samples WH or W annealed under different conditions: (a) WH-A300 (2 h), (b) WH-A300-8h, (c) WH-A350, (d) WH-
A450, (e) W-A300, (f) W-A350, (g) W-A400, (h) W-A450, and (i) W-A600.

Figure 3. W 4f XPS spectra of (a) WH (unannealed), (b) WH-A350, (c) WH-H350, (d) W (unannealed), (e) W-A350, and (f) W-H350.
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(centered at 37.1 and 34.9 eV) of the W5+ state, indicating a
high degree of reduction in the hydrogen atmosphere. Similarly,
the sample W only has the binding energies of the W6+ state,
while in the sample W-A350, besides the peaks centered at 35.8
and 38.0 eV (W6+), the peaks at 37.2 and 34.7 eV can also be
observed, suggesting the appearance of W5+, as shown in Figure

3d,e. As for W-H350, the intensities of peaks representing W5+

are higher than that of W-A350 (Figure 3f). In summary, the
XPS results show that not only samples annealed in hydrogen
but also samples annealed in air at 350 °C have W5+. The W5+

may mainly distribute on the surface of the samples, since XPS
spectra are surface-sensitive.41

Figure 4. ESR spectra (T = 108 K) of the as-prepared tungsten oxides: sample WH annealed at different temperatures (a) and times (c) and the
corresponding intensity of the ESR signal (b and d) and sample W annealed at different temperatures (e) and times (g) and the corresponding
intensity of the ESR signal (f and h) (/2 and/4 mean dividing the intensity of the ESR signal by two or four; In = intensity).

Figure 5. TEM images of (a) WH, (b) WH-A350, (c) W, and (d) W-A350.
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To further confirm the existence of defects, verify the
formation of defects, and identify the defect species in annealed
samples, the ESR spectroscopy was employed, as displayed in
Figure 4. Since the ESR signal intensity is related to the density
of the defects, we can compare the contents of the defects in
different samples through measuring the intensity of the
signal.33 The calculated ESR signals are shown in Figure 4b,d,f,i.
As shown in Figure 4a, similar to the sample annealed in
hydrogen (WH-H350), a signal located at g = 2.003 also
appears in the samples WH-A300 and WH-A350, suggesting
that there exist oxygen vacancies in the air-treatment

samples.33,42 The sample WH-H350 has expectedly the highest
intensity signal, followed by the sample annealed in air at 300
°C (WH-A300), which has a much stronger signal than the
sample WH-A350. No signals were detected for either the
unannealed sample (WH) or WH-A400, as shown in Figure
4a,b. As for hydrothermally synthesized h-WO3 (W) and its
annealed samples, the signal located at g = 2.003 also appears in
air-treated samples W-A350 and W-A400, as shown in Figure
4e. The sample W annealed at 350 °C (W-A350) in air contains
more oxygen vacancies than the sample W annealed at 400 °C
(Figure 4f). Beside the annealing temperature, the annealing

Figure 6. Curves of the UV−vis absorbance spectra (a, c) and Kubelka−Munk function plotted against the photon energy (b, d): (a, b) sample WH
and WH annealed in air or hydrogen at 350 °C and (c, d) sample W and W annealed in air or hydrogen at 350 °C.

Figure 7. (a) Three different crystal structures of tungsten oxide. (b) The possible phase transition process of tungsten oxide. (c) Schematic models
of three different free-standing nanomaterials with tensile surface stress resulting in intrinsic compressive stress in the cores.
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time also would influence the oxygen vacancy concentration. As
shown in Figure 4c,d,g,h, the WH and W series samples show
similar variation, i.e., when prolonging the annealing time from
0.5 to 8 h, the ESR signal at g = 2.003 first intensifies, reaching
the maximum at 2 h, and then weakens with time. The ESR
results suggest that the W5+ observed in the XPS spectra may
be due to the presence of oxygen vacancies. In summary,
annealing in air at a certain temperature could introduce oxygen
vacancies in tungsten oxide hierarchical structures assembled
with 1D nanostructure, and high temperature and long
annealing time usually would decrease the oxygen vacancies.
Further information about the defect structures of the

samples can be investigated through the high-resolution

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images, as
shown in Figure 5. The sample WH shows a lattice spacing
of about 0.386 nm, corresponding to the (002) plane of
orthorhombic WO3·0.33H2O, and the lattice spacing of WH-
A350 (about 0.382 nm) is assigned to the (002) plane of
hexagonal WO3. Differently, the unannealed sample WH
displays a perfect lattice feature, but the edge of the nanorod
in WH-A350 containing oxygen vacancies becomes disordered
(about 4 nm thick), indicating that the surface structure is
damaged. Moreover, the lattice fringe with a spacing of 0.266
nm indexed to the (202) plane of o-WO3·0.33H2O is also
observed in the nanorods of the sample WH-A350 from the
enlarged picture of the square-enclosed area shown in Figure

Figure 8. Raman spectra of the samples prepared under different annealing conditions.

Figure 9. Photodegradation of RhB by sample WH (a) annealed at different temperatures and (b) at 300 °C for 0.5−8 h and sample W (c) annealed
at different temperatures and (d) at 350 °C for 0.5−8 h.
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S4a,b (SI). However, the XRD pattern shows that the sample
WH-A350 has transformed to h-WO3. Besides, near the lattice
fringe of (202) (the two rectangular frames in the Figure S4b,
SI), the mismatch of adjacent fringes are also observed,
suggesting that this area might be a transition region.43,44 The
mismatched fringes in the transition region are usually related
to planar oxygen vacancies.35,45 There may also exist oxygen
vacancies in the bulk, but further study is needed. Similarly, W-
A350 nanobelt also shows a lattice-disordered layer (about 2
nm thick). This suggests that the oxygen vacancies are formed
on the surface of the nanorods or nanobelts.42,46−49 Addition-
ally, the top of the nanobelt in sample W (Figure 4c) is angular,
but that of W-A350 (Figure 5d) become smooth and deformed.
Thus, by considering the SEM images, the process of the
deformation of nanobelts over varying annealing temperatures
and times can be illustrated in Scheme S1 (SI).
To examine the effects of oxygen vacancies on the light

absorbability and band gap energy of the air-treated and
hydrogen-treated samples, UV−vis absorbance spectra and
plots of (αhν)2 versus photoenergy hν of the absorbed light are

generated and shown in Figure 6. It shows that the absorption
edges are red-shifted and the band gaps are narrowed both for
air-treated and hydrogen-treated samples compared with
unannealed samples, and the hydrogen-treated samples show
stronger visible-light absorption and a more obviously
narrowed band gap compared with the air-treated samples.
These results clearly show that the oxygen vacancies
successfully introduced by air and hydrogen treatment could
effectively extend the visible-light absorption of tungsten
oxide.29

3.3. The Formation Mechanism of Defects in Air-
Treated Samples. From the above analysis, it is certain that
there exist oxygen vacancies in the samples annealed in air or
hydrogen at certain temperatures. It is well-known that
hydrogen treatment can introduce oxygen vacancies.23,50,51 It
is thought that oxygen vacancies would decrease through air-
annealing;26,51,52 however, oxygen vacancies were found in our
air-treated samples. As for the WH series samples, the processes
that introduce oxygen vacancies take place in the samples
annealed at 300 and 350 °C. The SEM images in Figure 2a−c
show that the samples’ morphology undergoes little change,
and the XRD patterns in Figures 1a and S1a (SI) reveal the
critical phase transitions from o-WO3·0.33H2O to h-WO3 at

Figure 10. Recyclability of W-A350.

Figure 11. ESR spectroscopy of DMPO (DMPO−•OH) with the samples WH, WH-A350, WH-A450, and WH-H350 (a, b) and the samples W, W-
A350, and WH-H350 (c, d) in aqueous solution with visible- or UV-light irradiation.

Scheme 1. Illustration of the Photocatalytic Mechanism for
Air-Treated WO3 Containing Oxygen Vacancies
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these two temperatures. Some references reported that phase
transformation could introduce the oxygen vacancies in air-
treatment materials such as ZnS and In2O3.

32,33 Therefore, it is
suggested that the phase transition could be an important cause
for the appearance of oxygen vacancies in the air-treated
tungsten oxide. A scheme for the phase transformations of
tungsten oxides from orthorhombic to hexagonal then to
monoclinic is suggested in Figure 7a. The o-WO3·0.33H2O
structure consists of layers in which [WO6] octahedra share
their corners and form six-membered rings along the (001)
plane. These layers stack along the [001] direction, with every
other layer shifted by a/2, as shown in Figure 7a(I). The h-
WO3 has structure similar to the orthorhombic one but without
a displacement of 1/2a, thus forming a hexagonal tunnel
structure [Figure 7a(II)]. The monoclinic structure is
composed of [WO6] octahedra connected by covalent bonds
in every corner, also forming a stacked layer structure [Figure
7a(III). Besides the [WO6] octahedron in which all bonds are
W−O [see Figure 7a(I) position 1 and Figure 7b(II)], o-WO3·
0.33H2O has another octahedron, [WO5(H2O)], in which the
other two W−O are substituted by a shorter terminal WO
bond and a longer W−OH2 bond [see Figure 7a(I) position 2
and Figure 7b(I)].53 As for the other two structures, they only
have the [WO6] octahedron, in which all bonds are W−O. In
general, the phase transformation originates from the atomic
displacement in going from orthorhombic to hexagonal then to
monoclinic tungsten oxide, driven by thermal energy. In these
transition processes, the rearrangement of W−O atom pairs
opportunistically leaves some delocalized atoms and dangling
bonds behind ascribed to the crystalline mismatch of two

phases with different lattice constants, giving rise to crystal
defects.33,35,36 The detailed transition processes are shown in
Figure 7b. The transition process may include the process of
[WO5(H2O)] dehydration, the disruption of W−O bonds in
[WO6], and the reconstruction to a new network. As illustrated
in Figure 7b(I), before [WO5(H2O)] reconstructs to a new
[WO6], it may have an intermediate state that generates [WO5]
with a dangling bond or oxygen vacancy, occurring in the
transformation from o-WO3·0.33H2O to h-WO3. Meanwhile,
the disruption of W−O bonds during transformation is also
shown in Figure 7b(II). When the W−O atom pair in position
A disrupts, a W−O atom pair can move from B position to C
position during the layer shifting in order to complete structure
reconstruction. If the temperature is not high enough and time
is not long enough, the process cannot be finished completely,
thus leaving some [WO5] octahedra in a transition state. Once
the temperature rises and time prolongs, the process can be
finished, with the concentration of defects decreasing. This
process can happen in the transition of orthorhombic to
hexagonal and hexagonal to monoclinic. The transition from o-
WO3·0.33H2O to h-WO3 could more easily introduce defects,
since dehydration produces more dangling bonds or oxygen
vacancies and happens at relatively lower temperature, at which
the defects can be maintained. Correspondingly, WH-A300
shows a much stronger ESR signal than WH-A350 and WH-
A300-4h/6h/8h (see Figure 4).
The critical phase transition mechanism could be further

confirmed by the Raman spectra. Raman spectroscopy is an
effective way to study subtle changes of the crystal structure,
since Raman spectra are very sensitive to the bond vibration

Figure 12. CVs and specific capacitance calculated at different scan rates of (a, b) samples WH, WH-A350, WH-A400, and WH-H350 and (c, d)
samples W, W-A350, W-A600, and W-H350. Specific capacitance of (e) sample WH annealed at 300 °C for 0.5−8 h and (f) sample W annealed at
350 °C for 0.5−8 h.
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changes that may be caused by the phase transition and the
defects.54 The peaks centered at about 251, 685, 803, and 950
cm−1 in sample WH are assigned to the orthorhombic WO3·
0.33H2O, as shown in Figure 8a. The peak at 251 cm−1 is
assigned to the W−O−W bending vibration of the bridging
oxygen [δ(W−O−W)]. The peaks at around 685 and 803 cm−1

are attributed to the stretching vibration of O−W−O [ν(O−
W−O)].40 The peaks around 950 cm−1 are assigned to the
stretching mode of the terminal WO bond, which is a typical
peak for all types of tungsten trioxide hydrates.55 WH-A250
maintains spectra similar to those of WH but with stronger
intensity. Remarkably, the peak of WH-A300 red shifts from
803 to 806 cm−1 and the peak around 950 cm−1 is declined
compared with that of WH, suggesting the change of the
hydrous structure of WH-A300. Moreover, when the annealing
time varies from 0.5 to 8 h at 300 °C, the peaks originally at
about 803, 685, and 950 cm−1 gradually red shift within 2 h and
then the position of the peaks remains unchanged in the last 6
h, suggesting that the crystal structure becomes stable in the last
6 h (Figure S5a, SI). As the temperature increases to 350 °C,
the peak originally at 685 cm−1 shifts to 691 cm−1 and the peak
originally at about 803 cm−1 splits into two peaks: the peak at
816 cm−1 belongs to the stretching vibration of O−W−O of h-
WO3

56 and a new peak at about 788 cm−1 is present for WH-
A350, but it is not seen for the samples WH-A400 and WH-
A450 (all are h-WO3). The appearance of the new peak may be
related to the oxygen vacancies.23,29,47 The peaks (685, 803,
and 950 cm−1) belonging to o-WO3·0.33H2O disappear,
suggesting that the sample has transformed to h-WO3 or
quasi-h-WO3 at 350 °C. The transition process, including the
process of [WO5(H2O)] dehydration, the disruption of W−O
bonds in [WO6], and reconstruction to a new network, would
cause the variation of the Raman spectra, such as the position
variation and decreased symmetry, which correlate with the
production of oxygen vacancies.21,47,57

The critical phase transition may explain the defect formation
introduced by air treatment in the WH series samples.
However, it cannot well explain the formation of oxygen
vacancies in the W series samples, in which the oxygen-vacancy-
containing samples do not experience a phase transition
[Figures 1b and S1b (SI)]. In order to further investigate the
oxygen vacancy formation mechanism in the W series samples,
the Raman spectra shown in Figures 8b and S5b (SI) are
studied. The nanorod-like sample WH-A400 and nanoparticle-
like sample W-A450 are both h-WO3 and have the same Raman
peaks positioned at about 251 cm−1 [δ(W−O−W)], 691 cm−1

[ν(O−W−O)], and 816 cm−1 [ν(O−W−O)], while the
Raman spectrum of the nanobelt-like sample W (h-WO3) has
only one weak peak at about 780 cm−1, suggesting the unique
structure of the nanobelt (such as ultrathin character and small
diameter).40 With the annealing temperature increasing from
300 to 450 °C and annealing time varing from 0.5 to 8 h, the
Raman peaks of the W series samples gradually changed along
with the deformation of the nanobelts [Figures 8b, S5b (SI),
2e−i, and S3 (SI)]. Since the other peaks only change the
intensity (251 and 691 cm−1), the peak shifts of 788 and 815
cm−1 may be related to the deformation of nanobelts: (1)
samples W-A300 and W-A350, with a peak at 788 cm−1 but
without a peak at 816 cm−1, keep the nanobelt morphology; (2)
in W-A400, which has peaks at 788 and 815 cm−1, some
nanobelts have collapsed and aggregated; and (3) the stronger
the peak at 816 cm−1, the more serious the deformation of the
nanobelts; for example, the nanobelts in the sample W-A450

completely change to nanoparticles. The relation between the
deformation of nanobelts and the variation of the peaks at 788
and 815 cm−1 can be further confirmed by the Raman spectra
of samples annealed at 350 °C for various times (Figure S5b,
SI). The intensity ratio of 815/788 increases as the annealing
time increases. Both the peaks at 788 and 815 cm−1 can be
assigned to the stretching vibration of O−W−O of hexagonal
WO3. The variation of Raman spectra, including the change of
peak intensity ratios and peak positions, suggests the change of
W−O bonds, which may be related to deformation-induced
lattice disorder on the surface of nanobelts (Figure 5d).47,55,58

The lattice disorder on the surface of nanobelts, suggesting
the existence of oxygen vacancies, may be due to the
inhomogeneous deformation of the nanobelts upon raising
the annealing temperature and time.42,46 Nanomaterials usually
have large surface-to-volume atom ratios, thus making them
have more dangling atoms on the surface, which increases the
surface energy and the broken atomic symmetry on the surface.
The surface energy is usually orientation-dependent and
anisotropic.59 As shown in Figure 7c, a zero-dimensional
(0D) nanoparticle [Figure 7c(III)] has hydrostatic stress, a 1D
nanorod is subjected to triaxial stress with a larger component
along the rod axis (Figure 7c(I)), and an ultrathin 1D nanobelt
may also be regarded as a 2D film, which experiences in-plane
biaxial stress [Figure 7c(II)]. This suggests that different
dimensional nanomaterials may have different surface con-
ditions.60 When subjected to some driving force, such as high
temperature and long annealing time, they may behave
differently. Because the nanobelts in our samples are ultrathin
and the diameter is small, the deformation of nanobelts would
be more unsynchronized in different parts than other
dimensional materials (nanorods and nanoparticles). It can be
confirmed by the phenomenon that the oxygen vacancies signal
was found in the sample W-A400 assembled with nanobelts but
not in the sample WH-A400 assembled with nanorods.
Moreover, the deformation occurs more easily on surfaces of
the nanobelts, which have much higher energy and are more
unsymmetrical than the bulk, thus generating a disordered layer
on the surface, as shown in Figure 5d.59 This nanoscale
inhomogeneous deformation induced lattice disorder should be
one important cause of the variation of the (100) and (002)
diffraction peaks of XRD and the shifts of Raman peaks at 788
and 815 cm−1. Meanwhile, the oxygen vacancies could only
exist at certain temperature where the lattice disorder may
occur and be maintained without obvious morphology change.
Once the morphology changes substantially, the oxygen
vacancies would decrease (W-A350-4h/6h/8h) or even
disappear (W-A450). From the above analysis, it is inferred
that the nanoscale inhomogeneous deformation derived by a
proper heat treatment introduces the oxygen vacancies in the
W series samples. To sum up, both critical phase transition and
nanoscale inhomogeneous deformation would introduce oxy-
gen vacancies, and it seems that the critical phase transition is
more effective in introducing oxygen vacancies, since WH-A300
shows much stronger ESR signals than other air-treated
samples (Figure 4).

3.4. Photocatalytic Performance. On the basis of the
above results and discussions, it is imperative to study the
overall effect of the introduced oxygen vacancies on the
photocatalytic property of tungsten oxides under visible-light
illumination. The visible-light-driven photocatalytic perform-
ances of the WH and W series samples to degrade RhB are
shown in Figure S6 (SI). The degradation processes are fitted
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to pseudo-first-order kinetics, and the value of the rate
constants κ are equal to the corresponding slope of the fitting
lines (Figure S6b,d,f,h, SI) and are presented in Figure 9,
respectively. As for WH annealed at different temperatures
shown in Figure 9a, the photodegradation efficiency increases
with the annealing temperature rising to 350 °C. When the
temperature is higher than 400 °C, the performance decreases
obviously. Besides, the sample WH-H350 annealed in hydrogen
shows a significant photocatalytic activity decline compared
with the unannealed samples. Besides the annealing-temper-
ature-related photocatalytic activity of WH series samples, the
annealing-time-dependent photocatalytic activity is also pre-
sented in Figure 9b. The photocatalytic performance increases
in the first 2 h and then decreases. Among the WH series
samples, the sample WH-A350 shows the highest photo-
catalytic performance, which can degrade 95% RhB in 100 min
(see Figure S6a, SI) with a rate constant reaching 0.0300 min−1.
Figure 9c,d presents the visible-light-driven photocatalytic
performance of the W series samples. As shown in Figure 9c,
the samples exhibit enhanced performance as the temperature
increases to 350 °C. When the temperature continues to
increase, the performance decreased rapidly. The same variation
occurs for W-H350 compared with WH-H350. In addition,
when sample W was annealed at 350 °C for 0.5−8 h, the
performances of all the samples are higher than that of sample
W, and the highest performance is achieved at 2 h (Figure 9d).
Among the W series samples, W-A350, which can degrade 94%
of RhB (see Figure S5e, SI) with a rate constant of 0.0267
min−1, shows the best performance. Figure 10 shows the
recyclability of W-A350 in the photocatalytic decomposition of
RhB. W-A350 shows high performance stability with only a
slight decrease after six cycles.
There are many factors that influence the photocatalytic

performance. As for sample WH annealed at different
temperatures, the highest performance is achieved in the
sample WH-A350, which has similar morphology to sample
WH but with slightly decreased specific surface area (Table S1,
SI) and different crystal phase (WH-A350, hexagonal; WH,
orthorhombic). It seems that the hexagonal phase performs
better than the orthorhombic phase. However, WH-A400 also
has hexagonal phase and a morphology similar to that of sample
WH, but it demonstrates significantly declined performance.
Besides, orthorhombic WH shows much greater photocatalytic
performance than the hexagonal sample W, although sample W
has a much higher specific surface area than WH (Table S1, SI).
Moreover, the W series samples, except W-A600, all have the
same hexagonal phase but exhibit different performances. This
all indicates that crystal phase does not directly determine the
photocatalytic performance. From the SEM images, it is known
that when the temperature is below 400 °C, the samples (both
WH and W series samples) maintain a morphology similar to
that of the unannealed sample. In addition, the specific surface
areas decrease upon increasing the annealing temperature and
prolonging the annealing time, which does not follow the same
trend as the photocatalytic performance. On the contrary, the
trend of the photocatalytic activities is similar to that of the
density variation of oxygen vacancies. Moreover, when
excluding the contribution of specific surface areas, the rate
constants per specific surface area (Figure S7, SI) also show a
variation similar to that of the concentration change of oxygen
vacancies (Figure 4). These facts suggest that the highly
improved performance of WH-A300, WH-A350, W-A350, and
W-A400 is attributed to the proper amount of oxygen vacancies

being introduced by air treatment. Too many defects have a
negative effect, as seen, for example, in the hydrogen annealed
samples WH-H350 and W-H350. Additionally, from Figure S7
and Table S1 (SI), it may be inferred that the obvious
decreased specific surface areas mainly lead to the remarkably
decreased performance of WH-A450 and W-A600. Similarly,
when prolonging the annealing time, the number of oxygen
vacancies first increases and then decreases, showing a trend
similar to that of the photocatacalytic performances. These
results demonstrate that the number of oxygen vacancies
determined the visible-light photocatalytic activities of our
defective tungsten oxide systems.
The results can also be confirmed by ESR spectroscopy, as

shown in Figure 11. DMPO (5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide)
is a nitrone spin trap generally used for trapping radicals, i.e.,
DMPO−hydroxyl radical (DMPO−•OH) and DMPO−super-
oxide radical (DMPO−•O2

−). A quartet signal characteristic of
the DMPO−•OH adduct with an intensity of 1:2:2:1 is
observed under visible- and UV-light irradiation at room
temperature for all the samples, as presented in Figure 11. The
samples annealed in air at 350 °C (WH-A350 and W-A350)
show the strongest signal of DMPO−•OH among the samples
that contain few (WH, W, and W-A450) or too many oxygen
vacancies (WH-H350 or W-H350) under visible- or UV-light
irradiation, suggesting a consistent variation with the photo-
catalytic performance shown in Figure 9. Meanwhile, the signal
of superoxide radicals (•O2

−) was also detected by ESR, as
shown in Figure S6 (SI). No obvious signals were observed in
the samples W, W-A350, and W-H350, suggesting that the
single-electron reduction of O2 to •O2

− may not be feasible for
the present samples and that •OH plays the major role in
photodegrading the RhB.
The mechanism for air-treatment-introduced oxygen-va-

cancy-dependent visible-light-driven photocatalytic activity is
illustrated in Scheme 1. Many researchers reported that the
introduction of oxygen vacancies, especially surface oxygen
vacancies, would appear above and partly overlap the valence
band (VB), thus resulting in the rising of the valence band
maximum (VBM) and the narrowing of the band gap width,
expanding the photoresponse wavelength range.29,42,46−48 The
rising of the VBM can also expand the VB width, which
contributes to increasing the transport rate of photoinduced
carriers, leading to enhancement of the separation efficiency of
photoinduced electron−hole pairs; thus, more electrons and
holes can participate in the photodegradation process.47 For the
samples annealed in hydrogen containing an abundance of
oxygen vacancies, the excess oxygen vacancies in tungsten oxide
could be recombination centers of photoelectrons and holes.32

3.5. Electrochemical Performance. In order to inves-
tigate the electrochemical performance of the materials, CVs
and EIS were carried out within the potential range from −0.5
to 0 V (vs Ag/AgCl) in a three-electrode cell. CVs at scan rate
of 20 mV s−1 shown in Figure 12a,c present a near-rectangular
and symmetric shape, indicating a typical pseudocapacitive
behavior. The calculated specific capacitances of the samples at
different scan rates are shown in Figure 12b,d. W-A350 with a
specific capacitance of 166.7 F/g at 2 mV s−1 performs best. For
the samples WH-A350, WH-A400, and WH-H350, which are
all h-WO3 and have similar morphology, the specific
capacitances follow the sequence WH-A350 > WH-H350 >
WH-A400, suggesting that the oxygen vacancies contained in
the materials play a significant role in their electrochemical
performance, since oxygen vacancies with a proper concen-
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tration could improve both the conductivity and activity of
electrodes, while superabundant oxygen vacancies might
destroy the hexagonal tunnel structure, which is unbeneficial
for the electrochemical performance.16,61 The rule also applies
to W, W-A350, and W-H350. When the sample WH was
annealed at 300 °C, the specific capacitance first decreases (0.5
h), then increases (2−4 h), and finally decreases (6−8 h), as
shown in Figure 12e. The annealed samples contain abundant
oxygen vacancies, but the crystal structure that changed (Figure
S1a, SI) during the annealing may destroy the ion channel, thus
leading to the decreased electrochemical performance.61 As the
annealing time increases, the phase transition gradually
completes and the crystal structure becomes stable. As a result,
the specific capacitances increase in the last 6 h compared with
the first 2 h. For the W series samples, the crystal phases show
inconspicuous change. The variation of the specific capacitance
follows the same trend as the change in the density of oxygen
vacancies when the sample W was annealed at 350 °C for 0.5−
8 h (Figure 12f). Remarkably, the samples obtained by heat-
treating h-WO3 (W) perform better than those by obtained by
heat-treating o-WO3·0.33H2O (WH) using the same proce-
dure, i.e., the specific capacitances WH < W, WH-A350 < W-
A350 and WH-H350 < W-H350. There may be two factors
leading to these results: (1) the sample assembled with
nanobelts has a bigger surface area and could provide more
active sites than the samples assembled with nanorods or
nanoparticles (Table S1, SI); (2) the hexagonal tunnel structure
can readily facilitate the inset of Li+, followed by an
orthorhombic structure.9 Thereby, W-A350 presents the best
performance, benefiting from its hierarchical nanostructures
assembled with nanobelts, hexagonal tunnel structure, and a
proper concentration of oxygen vacancies. Figure S8 (SI) shows
the EIS of the WH and W and their annealed samples. It is
noted that the values of Rct follow the sequence WH-H350 <
WH-A350 < WH < WH-A400 and W-H350 < W-A350 < W<
W-A600, suggesting that a high concentration of oxygen
vacancies would result in a high conductivity.

4. CONCLUSION
In summary, the defective tungsten oxides are constructed by
critical phase transition or nanoscale inhomogeneous deforma-
tion through air treatment at different temperatures and times.
The oxygen vacancies could be produced in the process of o-
WO3·0.33H2O transforming to h-WO3 through air-annealing at
300 and 350 °C. Meanwhile, the nanoscale inhomogeneous
deformation of tungsten oxide nanobelts via air-annealing at
350 and 400 °C also can introduce oxygen vacancies. The
photocatalysis experiment results show that the photocatalytic
property can be enhanced by introducing a proper amount of
oxygen vacancies. Moreover, the oxygen vacancies introduced
by air-annealing could effectively improve the electrochemical
performance of tungsten oxides.
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